Abstract -A delay-constrained sequence detector is considered for recording channels whose major impediments include intersymbol interference and magnetic transition jitter noise. The jitter noise is data-dependent, and a given noise sample is correlated with neighboring noise samples. A sequence detector with a nite decision delay can be formulated in a nite dimensional vector space. For a correlated noise channel, the decision boundary is generally quadratic. In this paper, we present a technique for obtaining a minimal set of hyperplanes approximating a quadratic decision boundary with a negligible performance loss. In this process, a distance measure, which is consistent with the notion of the e ective SNR, is de ned and used as a design parameter to trade the complexity and performance. As an achievable performance bound, we derive the e ective SNR for the maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) for these channels. The performance of the partial response maximum likelihood (PRML) detector commonly adopted for current data storage channels as well as the Viterbi algorithm (VA) based on the traditional Euclidean metric, which s e r v es as the MLSD for additive white Gaussian noise, are also analyzed and compared with that of the proposed signal space detector.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of highly sensitive magneto-resistive read sensor technology, the medium noise becomes the dominant noise source in high density magnetic recording systems. In modern hard disk drive systems, the medium noise arises due to irregular geometry of written magnetic transitions and has been characterized largely as random uctuation of the transition position around the nominal position 1]. This \transition jitter" is manifested as data-dependent and highly correlated noise at the readback point.
There have been e orts to improve detection performance for transition noise dominated channels. They range from the introduction of a simple modi ed metric in the Viterbi Algorithm (VA) which takes into account the pattern-dependent noise variance 3] to a full-blown correlation-sensitive maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) 5, 6 ] and a xed-delay tree search optimized for signal-dependent medium noise 4]. In this paper we also discuss a detection technique along this direction. Our method, however, is di erent from the previous techniques in that we use geometrically-oriented signal space detection.
Signal space detectors (SSDs) use hyperplanes to form a decision boundary in a nite dimensional signal space 7, 8] . In 7] , a Voronoi partitioning technique is used to obtain nonoverlapping decision regions for symbol detection, where the boundary of a decision region is formed by a set of hyperplanes with each hyperplane acting as an orthogonal bisector of a pair of noiseless signals. This technique provides an optimal Bayesian equalizer/detector performance under the decision-delay constraint and with the assumption of correct past decisions. A suboptimal signal space technique has also been developed in 8] where a hyperplane separates a pair of opposite-class signal sets, rather than a pair of opposite-class signals, resulting in a substantially reduced numberof total hyperplanes. In this paper, we develop a procedure to obtain a decision boundary for data-dependent noise channels. For each noiseless signal point i n t h e m ulti-dimensional space, the noise covariance matrix is rst obtained and used to calculate distances which are required to obtain hyperplanes. The basic structure of a signal space detector for data-dependent noise channels is the same as that for white Gaussian noise cases described in 8]. The di erence between the two detectors lies in the chosen hyperplanes.
As an achievable performance bound, we derive an asymptotic performance measure, namely the e ective SNR, for the MLSD in signal-dependent, correlated noise environments. The performance of the partial response maximum likelihood (PRML) detector commonly adopted for data storage channels and the Euclidean-metric-based VA, which is an MLSD for white Gaussian noise, are also analyzed in the same correlated, signal-dependent noise environments. Finally, the performance of the signal space detector is compared with those of the MLSD, PRML and Euclidean VA (EVA) . Hard disk drive c hannels that include the transition jitter noise source are described in Section 2. Section 3 discusses signal space detection for data-dependent noise channels. Detector performances are compared in Section 4.
CHANNEL MODEL
The magnetic transition jitter is modeled by a random shift of the transition from its nominal position. The distribution of the amount of the shift is assumed to follow a normal distribution. If the transition shift is small (small medium noise), the shift of the resulting pulse can be approximated by the rst order Taylor series 2].
The channel model considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . The sequence b k is a binary channel input symboltaken from f 1g and a k represents the magnetic transition sequence. The 1 ; D lter corresponds to e ective di erentiation in the readback process with D representing a delay of one symbol period. Fictitious digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
We will use this term to distinguish the traditional Euclidean-metric-based VA with other recursive trellis search algorithms that can be broadly called Viterbi algorithms.
change streams of discrete-time samples into continuous-time trains of delta functions. The response h(t) is the isolated transition response and h 0 (t) denotes the derivative o f h(t). The amount of the transition shift is denoted by a random variable k , which is assumed to be independent, identically distributed Gaussian with zero mean and variance 2 , n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise and T is the symbol period.
Figure 1: Channel model.
The front-end consists of a lter matched to the transition response h(t) followed by the symbol-rate sampler. At reasonably high densities, the frequency spectra of bothh(t) and h 0 (t) decay rapidly and the matched lter output more or less preserve the su cient statistics. The received sample r k is fed through a nite impulse response (FIR) equalizer denoted by fq k g. The detector estimates the channel input symbolbased on the equalized samples fz k g.
In the following, we assume that additive noise n(t) is negligible compared to jitter noise. The isolated transition response used for analysis is a simulated MR head response shown in Fig. 2 . The recording density is xed to PW50/T=3, where PW50 is the half-height width of the isolated pulse. The amount of jitter noise is speci ed by the signal to medium noise ratio (SMNR). The SMNR is de ned as the ratio of the squared isolated pulse peak amplitude to the total integrated medium noise power when the track is lled with uniformly spaced transitions separated by PW50/2 y . 
SIGNAL SPACE DETECTION
The equalized sample z k can berepresented by
where f k (f 0 6 = 0) is the overall channel response including the front-end ltering, sampler e ects and the equalizer fq k g and v k is the equalized jitter noise sample. A signal space detector with a decision delay makes a decision on symbol b k; at time k based on observation samples fz k;i g, 0 i . Past decisions on the input symbols fb k;i g, i > , are used to cancel ISI terms from observation samples. In this process, past decisions are assumed to be correct. After canceling the ISI contributions from the known past decisions, the detector input can bewritten as
for 0 i .
Let us consider a simple example. For = 1 , M = 2 , a n d ( f 0 f 1 ) = ( 1 0:5), the detector inputs x k and x k;1 are given by respectively. If the noise v k is white Gaussian and the signals are equally likely, the dashed line in the gure would be the optimal decision boundary, which is composed of orthogonal bisectors of opposite-class signal pairs. For a given observation sample sequence x = x k x k;1 ] T , the detector decides in which region the observation is located and releases the corresponding symbol as its decision. The decision boundary is formed by a set of hyperplanes. In Fig. 3 , three hyperplanes form the decision boundary. The complexity of this detector is mainly determined by the numberof hyperplanes.
A procedure for nding a minimal set of hyperplanes for white Gaussian noise has been developed in 8]. We summarize the procedure here. Let S (1) and S (2) be the sets of noiseless signal vectors corresponding to symboldecision +1 (class-1) and ;1 (class-2), respectively.
The procedure for obtaining the minimum numberof hyperplanes is as follows. of two subsets S (1) j 1 and S (2) j 2 . 3. For each subset pair P j 1 j 2 , a hyperplane which separates two subsets S (1) j 1 and S (2) j 2 is obtained so as to maximize the minimum distance from any signal vector in P j 1 j 2 to the hyperplane. Only those hyperplanes which have the minimum distance greater than a speci ed value are kept for the next step. The speci ed distance determines the performance of the detector. 4 . From the chosen hyperplanes, the minimum number of hyperplanes are obtained by which every pair of opposite class signals can beseparated. 5 . A Boolean logic function is obtained to make a nal decision based on the location of the observation vector relative t o each hyperplane in the minimal set.
The goal here is to nd a minimal set of hyperplanes by w h i c h e v ery pair of opposite class signals can be separated. In Step 2, even for a small numberofsignalvectors, the numberof subset pairs will bequite large. However, observe that in a k-dimensional vector space, no more than (k + 1 ) points are necessary to de ne a hyperplane 8]. Thus, only those subset pairs in which the combined total numberof signals are less than or equal to (k + 1 ) need to be examined.
Since the last element s k; of each signal vector is either +f 0 or ;f 0 according to the input symbol, the signal vectors in each subset pair P j 1 j 2 are linearly separable into two decision classes. For Step 3, the gradient descent t e c hniques 9] for linearly separable signals can beused to obtain a hyperplane for each pair of subsets. By de ning a cost function as the minimum distance from a signal to the hyperplane, the coe cients of the linear equation representing a hyperplane are updated in the direction of the gradient of the cost function 8].
As the coe cient update is repeated, the hyperplane is adjusted to maximize the minimum distance from any signal.
Step 4 can be viewed as the well-known set covering problem in graph theory and can be solved by a tree search algorithm 10]. There may exist multiple minimal sets of hyperplanes, where each set has the same numberof hyperplanes. Here, our goal is to choose any such set.
In
Step 5, we now have a minimal set of hyperplanes G by which every pair of opposite class signals can beseparated with the prescribed distance. Each hyperplane is represented by a linear function of observation samples. To decide in which side of a hyperplane the observation sample sequence is located, a threshold detector is placed at the output of this linear function. Let G i be a subset of G in which each hyperplane can separate a signal s (1) i of class-1 from at least one of the signals of class-2. For a two level threshold detector corresponding to a hyperplane g j , the output b j indicates in which side of the hyperplane the observation sequence is located (logic value 1 and 0 correspond to class-1 and class-2, respectively). A Boolean logic value c i indicating whether the observation sequence is located in the region closer to s (1) i than s (2) j for all j can be obtained via a logical AND operation of fb j jj 2 G i g. The nal symbol decision indicating whether the observation sequence is located in the region corresponding to class-1 signals can beobtained via a logical OR function of fc i g for all i. Under the assumption of white Gaussian noise, the noise covariance matrix is diagonal. In such a case, the Euclidean distance measure is used to calculate the distance from a signal to a hyperplane. However, for data-dependent noise, the noise covariance matrix depends on the input symbolsequences and is not diagonal. Since each noiseless signal corresponds to a particular input symbol sequence, each signal can be associated with a noise covariance matrix. This covariance matrix has to beincorporated into a meaningful de nition of the distance from the signal to a hyperplane. Once the technique for nding a hyperplane is established, the procedure for designing a signal space detector is essentially the same as in the white Gaussian noise case of 8].
A decision boundary separating two signals associated with di erent noise covariance matrices is given in Subsection 3.1. A gradient descent search of a hyperplane separating a pair of signal subsets is discussed in Subsection 3.2.
Decision Boundary for Two Signals
If C i is the noise covariance matrix associated with a noiseless signal s i , the conditional probability density function (pdf) of an observation sample sequence x given s i is given by f Xjs i (xjs i ) = ( 2 ) ( +1)=2 jC i j ;1=2 exp ; (x ; s i ) T C ;1 i (x ; s i )
The decision boundary separating two noiseless signals s i and s j is given by x that satis es f Xjs i (xjs i ) = f Xjs j (xjs j ) (6) which reduces to
x T (C ;1 i ; C ;1 j )x ; 2x T (C ;1 i s i ; C ;1 j s j ) + s T i C ;1 i s i ; s T j C ;1 j s j + log( jC i j jC j j ) = 0 : (7) The decision boundary de ned by (7) is generally quadratic.
For the purpose of reducing implementation complexity, we opt to use only hyperplanes in forming a decision boundary. Thus we a p p r o ximate the quadratic function of (7) (10) We can see that the following relationships hold for any point on the hyperplane: f Xjs i (x max js i ) f Xjs i (xjs i ) and f Xjs j (x max js j ) f Xjs j (xjs j ) for x 2 f x i jp T (x i ; x max ) = 0 g:
For a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), most of x's causing decision errors for a given s i are located around x max . Therefore a quadratic decision boundary separating two noiseless signals can beapproximated by a hyperplane with the same asymptotic performance. Two contour plots of the conditional pdf's are shown in Fig. 4 . The quadratic decision boundary and its hyperplane approximation are represented by dashed lines.
Gradient Descent Search of a Hyperplane
In this section, a gradient descent search method is developed to obtain a hyperplane separating a pair of opposite-class signal sets. Since the last element of noiseless signals is either 
The function g(x) is de ned such that it takes positive and negative values for class-1 and class-2 signals, respectively. To maximize the detection performance, g(x) i s c hosen so as to maximize the minimum distance from any signal in the pair of opposite-class signal sets.
Assuming a class-1 signal s i corresponds to a transmitted input symbol sequence b i , t h e observation sequence is given by x = s i + v (14) where v is the noise sample sequence, which has a joint Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix C i . A decision error occurs when g(x) = w T s i + w 0 + w T v < 0:
The function g (x) in (15) is Gaussian with mean w T s + w 0 and variance w T C i w. The decision error probability i s g i v en by
where
The argument o f t h e Q( ) function in (16) 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
As a theoretical upper bound on the detection performance, an asymptotic MLSD (AMLSD) performance is analyzed rst. The performance of the EVA and PRML detectors based on class-4 partial response (PR4) and extended class-4 partial response (EPR4) equalization (referred to as PR4ML and EPR4ML, respectively) are also obtained. Finally a signal space detector is constructed and its performance is compared with the AMLSD and PRML detectors.
We h a ve s h o wn in Section 3.1 that the optimal decision boundary separating two signals can be approximated by a hyperplane with negligible performance degradation for a high SNR. Therefore detection performance can be compared by obtaining the minimum distance from signals to the decision boundary approximated by hyperplanes, utilizing the distance de nition of (18).
Asymptotic MLSD Performance
Even though no additive noise is assumed to be present, we follow the same front-end lter as in 11], which consists of the channel matched lter, symbol-rate sampler, and noise whitening lter. This procedure will preserve the su cient statistic since neither signal nor noise is eliminated. This is true since at high densities, the jitter noise is also highly bandlimited. The sampled channel response at the matched lter output to an isolated transition is given by 
VA and PRML Detectors
The natural magnetic channel response has a long tail that makes direct implementation of the VA impractical. To remedy this, the channel response is typically equalized to a short 
Signal Space Detector
The channel equalization target response for the signal space detector considered here is subject to a length constraint. Also, the rst coe cient of the target is xed to 1 so that the equalized channel tends to have a minimum phase response. The other coe cients are obtained so as to minimize the noise variance at the equalizer fq k g output as in 13].
Denoting the equalized transition response by C(D), the lter coe cients fq k g are ob-tained from
The P S D o f t h e observed jitter noise after ltering with fq k g is 
is xed to the worst case input sequence as discussed in Section 4.1, i.e., b n is xed to have consecutive transitions in fb i g, i k ; or i k.
Due to the underlying symmetry of the noiseless signals, a signal space detector can be designed with the bit b k; ;1 xed to 1. The case of b k; ;1 = ;1 can be simply incorporated by using sign changes and logic inversions. Fixing b k; ;1 = +1 e ectively increases the numberof symbols utilized to calculate the covariance matrices.
As an example, a signal space detector of the decision delay = 2 is considered. The equalization target length is xed to M = 2. With SMNR=23 dB, the equalized channel response is (1 ;0:53 ;0:46). The noiseless signals and their associated covariance matrices are given in Table 1 and 2, respectively.
The numbers of possible subsets of S (1) and S (2) are both 2 4 ; 1 = 15, excluding the null set. The total numberof possible pairs of opposite-class subsets is 15 2 = 2 2 5 . By observing that in the ( + 1)-dimensional vector space, we see that no more than ( + 2 ) points are necessary to de ne a hyperplane 8], and only those pairs of subsets in which the combined total number of signals are less than or equal to ( + 2 ) need to be examined. Then the number of the subset-pairs reduces to 132. For each pair of subsets, a hyperplane is obtained by using the gradient descent search discussed in Section 3.2 and its minimum distance to any signal in the subsets is calculated. Among the 132 hyperplanes so obtained, only the ones that are associated with minimum distances greater than or equal to d min are kept for further processing. Here the distance follows the same de nition as in (18) . Finally, by applying the well-known set covering techniques, a minimal set of hyperplanes separating all pairs of opposite-class signals is obtained 8, 10].
The coe cients of the resulting hyperplanes are shown in Table 3 . Three hyperplanes have been obtained for this example and the nal decision is made by the Boolean function:
The hyperplanes and Boolean function have been obtained by assuming the most recent decisionb k; ;1 is +1. Ifb k; ;1 = ;1, the sign of the observation samples x has to be In designing an SSD, the distance d min is used as an input parameter. As a result, the distance between the nal decision boundary and any signal is ensured to be greater than or equal to the speci ed d min , and the resulting detector achieves the performance consistent with this distance. For this example, a d min of 12.4 dB is achieved. To ensure the existence of the decision boundary, the input parameter d min has to be chosen such that
where s 2 S (1) ands 2 S (2) .
The computational complexity of the proposed procedure increases exponentially as increases. For example, for = 3 and = 4, the numbers of pairs of signal-subsets need to be examined are 6,448 and 1,119,232, respectively. For a large , the procedure we developed can be applied in an incremental way 14]. The procedure is rst applied to a lower dimensional space corresponding to a smaller value and for those pairs of noiseless signals not separable in this lower dimensional space, is increased and the design procedure is applied to the corresponding higher dimensional space. This may repeat until reaches the nal value. This incremental method, however, may not result in a minimal set of hyperplanes.
Due to the computational complexity, the proposed procedure may not bedirectly applicable to time-varying channels. When the variation is small, a more practical approach may b e t o m a k e the equalizer lter adaptive while maintaining a xed target response which is ideal under the nominal channel condition. The SSD is then tuned to this xed target response and is time-invariant. Also, instead of adapting the SSD as a whole to varying channel conditions, part of it such as the gradient descent procedure (outlined in Section 3.2) can beimplemented to update coe cients of hyperplanes with a reasonable complexity.
RESULTS
The values for d min are summarized in Table 4 for the detectors considered. The analyses correspond to SMNR=23dB. Also included for comparison is the performance of SSDs tuned to white Gaussian noise (denoted by SSD/white), which are based on the same target response as the SSDs but not properly matched to the actual jitter noise. For the signal space detectors, d min for = 0 through 4 are included with the same equalization target length of M + 1 = 3. The SSD with = 2 loses about 2.4 dB relative to the asymptotic MLSD and achieves about 2.0 and 2.3 dB gain over PR4ML and EPR4ML, respectively. As the decision delay increases, a better performance is achieved, but more hyperplanes are generally required, leading to higher complexity.
The signal space detector with = 0 corresponds to the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) with the feedback lter size of M = 2 . It can be seen that the performance improves steadily as increases from 0 to 3, but only marginally going from 3 to 4. The parameter d min can be viewed as a modi ed version of the minimum \truncated" distance of the white noise case 15], which can berelated to the minimum energy in the leading samples of the critical output error event. The behavior of d min as a function of depends strongly on both 10.7 SSD/white ( = 0 )10.5 SSD ( = 1 ) 11.9 SSD/white ( = 1 )10.9 SSD ( = 2 ) 12.4 SSD/white ( = 2 )11.1 SSD ( = 3 )13. the channel response as well as the noise characteristics. Ideally, the decision boundary of an SSD should change according to past decisions since the noise depends on the data sequence. But this would require a large complexity. For the SSDs considered here, the decision boundaries were xed with respect to past decisions by a l w ays assuming the worst case past data pattern, in order to maintain a reasonable complexity. Therefore, the data-dependent noise characteristics have not been fully incorporated into the SSD detector structure. This is the main reason for the early saturation of SSD performance relative to MLSD. If, however, the length of the equalized channel response is allowed to increase, the noise samples will tend to become less correlated with proper equalization 16]. Then, the performance loss associated with a nite will be smaller. A long equalization target, however, typically results in more severe error propagation.
SSD/white su ers a performance loss relative to the SSD due to noise mismatch. PRMLs, which also assume the noise is white Gaussian, again su er a large performance loss relative to the MLSD designed for jitter noise: the losses are 4.4 and 4.7 dB for PR4ML and EPR4ML, respectively. The EVA exhibits the worst performance.
Bit error rate (BER) simulations for PR4ML, EPR4ML, and the SSD with = 2 (SSD2) have been conducted to verify the comparison based on the minimum distance. For PR4ML and EPR4ML, the noiseless signal sequence is obtained by passing an independent, identically distributed (iid) equally likely bipolar symbol sequence fb k g through the lter (1;D)(1+D) and (1 ; D)(1 + D) 2 , respectively. The jitter noise sample sequence is generated by ltering the sequence fb k k g ( k is an iid Gaussian sequence) with a lter whose frequency response is given by where C(e j T ) = (1 ; e j T )(1 + e j T ) and C(e j T ) = (1 ; e j T )(1 + e j T ) 2 The error propagation e ect on SSD2's overall BER performance is negligible. However, the length of some error events in SSDs can bemuch longer than those of the other detectors, undermining the capability of error correction codes (ECCs). The burst error e ects on the ECC failure rate have been analyzed elsewhere 17]. The analyses indicate that with proper interleaving strategies and reasonable ECC correction capabilities, the e ect of the type of burst errors seen in SSD2 can bemade negligible.
Also note that SSD2 shows about 1 and 1.6 dB gain over PR4ML and EPR4ML, respectively, at a bit error rate of 1e ;5 (i.e., it requires that much less SMNR to achieve this particular BER), which are smaller than the gains expected from the analytic calculation of Table 4 . This discrepancy arises from the coe cient e ect (i.e., the BER is approximated by c Q(d min ), where c is not a function of the argument but determined by the signal constellation and a priori probabilities of the signal points). simulations were repeated with certain constraints on the channel input symbolsequence. For SSD2, the input symbolsequence was forced to have consecutive transitions, which is the worst case symbol sequence. PRMLs used the input sequence consisting of repeated blocks of 10 symbols with consecutive transitions and 10 symbolswith transitions at every other symbolinterval, which removes in nite length error events and provides the worst case symbol sequence for 10 symbol periods to a channel. BER simulation results for these worst case symbol sequences are shown in Fig. 8 . Since the input symbol sequences were restricted to certain patterns, the results are called the event error rates. Simulation results are now well matched to the d min analysis of the previous section. 
CONCLUSIONS
A procedure for nding signal space detectors for medium noise dominant c hannels has been developed. For each noiseless signal, a noise covariance matrix is calculated and utilized to nd the decision boundary in signal space. To handle the pattern-dependent, non-white noise characteristics, the e ective SNR has beende ned and used as the distance measure. The performance of the asymptotic MLSD, PRML and Euclidean VA has been analyzed and compared with that of the signal space detectors. Analysis and simulation results indicate that the PRML detectors as well as the traditional Euclidean VA su er a large performance loss relative to the MLSD. On the other hand, a signal space detector with only 3 hyperplanes, for example, performs signi cantly better than the PRML detectors.
